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An Open Letter to the Traitors in the Deep State
By Ray Starmann
It is important to understand that most of the people being "spoken to" here are members of the CFR (Council on Foreign
Relations). It is, without a doubt, the Most Powerful and the Most TREASONOUS Organization in the United States. It
operates OPENLY, without ANY form of being a U.S. Official Agency and it is composed of hundreds of people, that
mostly occupied High Positions within our Government - in the PAST (and many still do today). They "have & control"
MOST of the MONEY in the Entire World (starting with our FED, which is NOT U.S. owned) and virtually ALL of the Major
Governments in the World (certainly All of Europe).
Their function, supposedly, is to “Counsel” our Leaders on Foreign relations – for the “good” of our country.
In reality, their never-ending Goal is to DESTROY our Nation, our Sovereignty, our Government and our Culture - by
converting our Country into simply "just a Part of" a ONE-WORLD-ORDER, the NWO (New World Order), which THEY
will Totally Control
They work hard at their job EVERY DAY – in the shadows! They are fully aware that the American Public will NEVER
accept their Agenda, so they spend a great deal to HIDE this TRUTH from us and Obfuscate EVERYTHING they do.
If America doesn't become informed & aware of the True Goals of this Insidious Group, we are certain to lose our
Country and ALL of our Cherished, GOD-given RIGHTS. It will only be a question of WHEN?
Read more at http://Anderson4TheConstitution.com/cfr.html

“And thus I clothe my naked villainy
With odd old ends stol’n out of holy writ,
And seem a saint, when most I play the devil.”
-- Richard III

Dear Deep State Traitors:
You really think you’re on a roll don’t you. With your swamp rat Robert Mueller and his Chilean Junta
style farce investigation; your evil acolyte, James Comey, who it’s safe to say is the dirtiest cop in America;
your FBI agent, pro Clinton political hack, Peter Strzok; your dirty, disloyal and un-American FBI
hierarchy; your globalist sleepers planted in the intelligence community, the complete unraveling of the
US justice system is in process.
At your disposal is a current adjutant general who is seemingly paralyzed on the job, an assistant
attorney general working against the President, an acting FBI director who eats, breathes and sleeps the
Democratic Party, and your willing executioners in the mainstream media, from know nothing fools like
Joy Behar to mentally ill talk show hosts like Morning Joe and his globalist girlfriend, Mika Brzezinski.
Several things have become more than crystal clear in the last year:
one, a two tiered judicial system exists in this country – one for the Clintons and their minions, and the
other for the rest of the nation;
two, the Deep State is working hand in glove with globalists to bring down the President by turning its
own crimes on him;
furthermore, it is more than obvious that you do not have the best interests of America in mind. You have
the best interests of globalism, corruption, lining your pockets and establishing a banana republic in
America in mind.
While Mr. Trump’s crimes are non-existent, your crimes are long and legendary; from the illegal wiretapping of candidate Trump and President-elect Trump, to the farce called the Hillary Clinton email
investigation, to the multiple national security felonies and misdemeanors committed by Madame
Secretary, to the sale of 20% of the nation’s limited uranium supply to our enemies(critical to our selfdefense), to your goals of opening our borders permanently and selling out the American worker to $10
an hour part time jobs, while our brave soldiers and marines fight endless, unwinnable wars.
You are not patriots, far from it. You are blackguards, villains as old as time.
What you are is traitorous scum that has sold out to your own greed and lust for power.
This brings us to the current situation with the imaginary special counsel seeking imaginary indictments
for imaginary crimes to salve the wounded psyche of criminal and supreme narcissist Hillary Clinton and
her liberal supporters who can’t grasp a simple concept – they lost.
Since the announcement last weekend that General Flynn, the greatest scapegoat to walk this earth since
Dreyfus, would be charged with lying to the FBI, the RUMINT (rumor intelligence) is that the President
would be indicted by Christmas, on charges of obstructing justice during the Russian collusion
investigation.
As you well know, the only collusion with Russia has been done by you and Democratic Party operatives.
The only obstruction of justice has been done by you and Hillary Clinton.

No doubt, Mr. Mueller believes he can pull this all off; the indictment of a President based on nothing,
followed by the nothing response from a gutless Congress and a mentally AWOL adjutant general.
No doubt, you believe the American voters will just sit by and let you piss away our republic.
This is not 1963; the last time you conducted a coup d’etat against a President who was changing America
for the better. People are informed and know what your game plan is. If you think you can bring down
President Trump and continue your globalist corruption like nothing ever happened, think again.
The people elected Donald J. Trump as President. That you cannot comprehend the will of the people is a
testament to your outrageous arrogance and complete criminality.
The people that you detest so much are heavily armed and if called upon, will use their God-given, Second
Amendment rights to restore law and order in this country.
What does this mean for you? It means this. If you indict, impeach, assassinate, or in any way depose
President Trump, there will be problems. You can interpret ‘problems’ any way you desire.
Mr. Trump’s millions and millions of supporters, labeled ‘deplorables’ by your candidate, an odious,
delusional despot, seek only peace and the freedom to live the American Dream.
It’s more than obvious that you wish to deny Americans the right to the pursuit of happiness.
It’s more than obvious that you wish for us to live like 21st Century serfs, while you live like 17th Century
kings and queens.
This country was born out of revolution, a revolution fought against people just like you.
Be on notice, an armed population awaits you as we awaited the Redcoats at Lexington and Concord.
You have been warned.
Ray Starmann
Editor in Chief
US Defense Watch
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